A novel applicator design for intracavitary brachytherapy of the nasopharynx: Simulated reconstruction, image-guided adaptive brachytherapy planning, and dosimetry.
In nasopharyngeal cancer, brachytherapy is given as boost in primary treatment or as salvage for recurrent or persistent disease. The Rotterdam nasopharyngeal applicator (RNA) allows for suboptimal reduction of soft palate radiation dose, based on image-guided brachytherapy plans. Building on the RNA, we propose a novel design, the Benavides nasopharyngeal applicator (BNA). The virtual BNA was reconstructed on two cases (one T1, one T2) previously treated with intracavitary brachytherapy using the RNA. Dose was prescribed to the high-risk clinical target volumes (CTVs) and optimization was such that high-risk CTV D90 ≥ 100% of prescribed dose (PD), intermediate-risk-CTV D90 ≥ 75% PD, and soft palate D2cc ≤ 120% PD. The optimized RNA and BNA image-guided brachytherapy plans were compared in terms of CTV coverage and organs-at-risk sparing. Optimization objectives were more easily met with the BNA. For the T1 case, all three planning objectives were easily achieved in both the RNA and BNA, but with 18-19% lower soft palate doses with the BNA. For the T2 case, the CTV planning objectives were achieved in both the RNA and BNA, but the soft palate constraint was only achieved with the BNA, with 38-41% lower soft palate doses. Compared to the RNA, the BNA permits easier optimization and improves therapeutic ratio by a significant reduction of soft palate doses, based on simulation using a proposed system for CTV/organs-at-risk delineation, prescription, and optimization for image-guided adaptive brachytherapy. Clinical piloting using a prototype is necessary to evaluate its feasibility and utility.